
The Story
Ms Hitchings* is requiring an urgent loan of £30,000. Ms Hitchings was unfortunately going through an unpleasant 
split from her estranged husband and required an urgent loan of £30,000 as part of their separation agreement. 
Ms Hitchings was originally paying the sum of money back through her pension lump sum fund and was hoping 
that upon completion the equity release transaction would replenish these funds.

Fortunately upon receiving the valuation report from our surveyors the property was valued at £260,000 which 
meant that Ms Hitchings would be able to have a maximum loan amount of £94,000 despite the valuation being 
£20,000 below the original estimate. Pure needed confirmation that the client was happy that this sum of money 
could meet her needs which it could.

Unfortunately for Ms Hitchings more problems began to arise due to a lack of photo ID. This meant that extra ID 
was required in the form of a marriage certificate and birth certificate to verify the completion and enable our 
team to make an o�er.

What We did
Thanks to our team working round the clock, Pure was able to resolve the issue in a timely manner and issue an 
o�er in less than two weeks time.

The Result
As we managed to resolve this issue quickly and e�ciently, the client is now happy in the knowledge that she will 
be financially stable after splitting from her husband. 

*Client names have been changed to provide anonymity
We cannot give any assurances that applications outside our lending criteria will be approved.
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